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ALGEBRAIC GROUPS CONSTRUCTED FROM RINGS WITH
INVOLUTION
ARSENIY (SENIA) SHEYDVASSER
Abstract. We define a class of groups constructed from rings equipped with an in-
volution. We show that under suitable conditions, these groups are either algebraic or
arithmetic, including as special cases the orientation-preserving isometry group of hyper-
bolic 4-space, SLp2, Rq for any commutative ring R, various symplectic and orthogonal
groups, and an important class of arithmetic subgroups of SO`p4, 1q. We investigate
when such groups are isomorphic and conjugate, and relate this to problem of determin-
ing when hyperbolic 4-orbifolds are homotopic.
1. Introduction:
The idea of representing elements of Mo¨bpRnq with 2 ˆ 2 matrices with entries in a
Clifford algebra goes back at least to Vahlen [Vah02], and was later popularized by Ahlfors
[Ahl86]. More recently, this approach was used by the author to construct explicit examples
of integral, crystallographic sphere packings [She19]; briefly, these are generalizations of the
classical Apollonian gasket which arise from hyperbolic lattices. Such packings were formally
defined by Kontorovich and Nakamura [KN19], although they were studied in various forms
previously [GLM`05, GM10, Sta15]. How to define Mo¨bpRq and Mo¨bpR2q in terms of the
real and complex matrices is well-known. In order to describe Mo¨bpR3q in terms of 2 ˆ 2
matrices, we proceed as follows: let HR be the standard Hamilton quaternions, and define
an involution px` yi` zj ` tkq; “ x` yi` zj ´ tk. One can then define the set
SL;p2, HRq “
"ˆ
a b
c d
˙
PMatp2, HRq
ˇˇˇ
ˇab; “ ba;, cd; “ dc;, ad; ´ bc; “ 1
*
.
One checks that this is a group, and that SL;p2, HRq{t˘Iu – Mo¨bpR3q—or, if one prefers,
since Mo¨bpR3q – SO`p4, 1q, SL;p2, HRq – Spinp4, 1q, the universal cover of SO`p4, 1q.
However, one observes that there is nothing in the definition of SL;p2, HRq that is specific
to the quaternions: one can just as well choose any ring equipped with an involution σ and
this will allow you to define a group SLσp2, Rq. Our goal shall be describe what these groups
are and under what circumstances they are isomorphic to one another. For example, if R
is an associative algebra over a field F and σ : R Ñ R is a morphism of affine F -varieties,
then this an algebraic group. In fact, our first major result will be the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, A a central simple algebra over
F of dimension n2, and σ : A Ñ A an F -linear involution. Then SLσp2, Aq is a linear
algebraic group over F . Specifically, it is either a symplectic group of dimension 2n2 ` n,
or an orthogonal group of dimension 2n2 ´ n.
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Section 3 proves this result along with more detailed information, such as working out
the Lie algebra of this algebraic group. We primarily consider the case where SLσp2, Aq is
symplectic since in that case it is simply-connected and we can get very detailed information
about when such groups are isomorphic. In Section 4, we restrict to looking at algebraic
number fields, as then we can consider orders O of the central simple algebra A. If O is
closed under σ, then SLσp2,Oq is a well-defined group; in fact, it is an arithmetic subgroup
of SLσp2,Oq. Assuming SLσp2, Aq is symplectic, we can give a nice description of when
such groups are isomorphic to one another in a sense that behaves well with respect to
algebraic groups.
Theorem 1.2. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K,
σ : A Ñ A an F -linear involution, and O1,O2 orders of A closed under σ. If SLσp2, Aq
is a symplectic group, then there exists a group isomorphism Ψ : SLσp2,O1q Ñ SLσp2,O2q
which lifts to an automorphism of SLσp2, Aq if and only if there exists a ring isomorphism
Φ : Matp2,O1q Ñ Matp2,O2q such that Φ ˝ σˆ “ σˆ ˝ Φ, where
σˆ : Matp2, Aq Ñ Matp2, Aqˆ
a b
c d
˙
ÞÑ
ˆ
σpdq ´σpbq
´σpcq σpaq
˙
.
If we restrict to the case of rational quaternion algebras, then we can remove the requirement
that the group isomorphism Ψ : SLσp2,O1q Ñ SLσp2,O2q extends to an automorphism of
SLσp2, Aq, which is proved in Section 6. In this setting, SLσp2, Hq is symplectic group
if and only if σ is F -linear and is not quaternion conjugation—such involutions are called
orthogonal and we shall always denote such an involution by ;. We then have the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let H1, H2 be rational quaternion algebras with orthogonal involutions ;1, ;2.
Let O1,O2 be orders of H1, H2 closed under ;1, ;2, respectively. Then SL;1p2,O1q –
SL;2p2,O2q as a group if and only if there exists a ring isomorphism Φ : Matp2,O1q Ñ
Matp2,O2q such that Φ ˝ ;ˆ1 “ ;ˆ2 ˝ Φ, where
;ˆi : Matp2, Hiq Ñ Matp2, Hiqˆ
a b
c d
˙
ÞÑ
ˆ
d;i ´b;i
´c;i a;i
˙
.
This is interesting from a geometric point of view due to an accidental isomorphism between
the symplectic groups SL;p2, Hq quotiented by t˘1u and orthogonal groups of indefinite,
quinary quadratic forms, which we prove in Section 5.
Theorem 1.4. Let F be a characteristic 0 field. Then there is a bijection!
Isomorphism classes of
quaternion algebras over F
)
Ñ
"
Isomorphism classes of
orthogonal groups of indefinite,
quinary quadratic forms over F
*
rHs ÞÑ “SL;p2, Hq{t˘1u‰ .
In particular, this implies that if H is a rational, definite quaternion algebra, ; an orthogonal
involution on H , and O is a ;-order, then SL;p2,Oq{t˘1u is an arithmetic subgroup of
SOp4, 1q – IsompH4q, the isometry group of hyperbolic 4-space—this makes SL;p2,Oq{t˘1u
a Kleinian group, and so have an immediate corollary to Theorem 1.3 as a consequence of
Mostow rigidity.
Corollary 1.1. Let H1, H2 be rational quaternion algebras with orthogonal involutions
;1, ;2. Let O1,O2 be orders of H1, H2 closed under ;1, ;2, respectively. For i “ 1, 2, let
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Γi “ SL;ip2,Oiq{t˘1u, which we think of as subgroups of IsompH4q. The following are
equivalent.
(1) The orbifolds H4{Γ1,H4{Γ2 are homotopic.
(2) The orbifolds H4{Γ1,H4{Γ2 are isometric.
(3) There exists a ring isomorphism Φ : Matp2,O1q Ñ Matp2,O2q such that Φ ˝ ;ˆ1 “
;ˆ2 ˝ Φ, where ;ˆi is defined as in Theorem 1.3.
This property of the groups SL;p2,Oq is analogous to the Bianchi groups SLp2, oKq, where
K is an imaginary quadratic field and oK is its ring of integers. Recall that PSLp2, oKq
can be viewed as an arithmetic subgroup of IsompH3q, and the corresponding orbifolds
H3{PSLp2, oKq are homotopic if and only if the rings of integers are isomorphic. The Bianchi
groups have the additional property that they are in some sense maximal—SLp2, oKq is not
contained inside any larger arithmetic subgroup of SLp2,Kq. As it happens, our new groups
also have this property, which shall be shown in Section 4.
Theorem 1.5. Let K be an algebraic number field, H a quaternion algebra over K, ; an
orthogonal involution on H, and O an order of H that is closed under ; but is not contained
inside any larger order closed under ;. Then SL;p2,Oq is a maximal arithmetic subgroup
of SL;p2, Hq in the sense that it is not contained inside any larger arithmetic subgroup of
SL;p2, Hq.
In Section 6, we conclude with a variety of examples and counter-examples demonstrating
that our results are in some sense sharp—for example, we show that in Theorem 1.3, one
cannot replace Matp2,Oq with O instead, which is a major discrepancy from the compara-
tively simpler theory for commutative rings.
Acknowledgements: The author would like to thank Joseph Quinn for a very productive
conversation about invariants and isomorphisms of hyperbolic quotient manifolds, which
inspired many of the approaches used in this paper, as well as Ara Basmajian and Abhijit
Champanerkar, for asking pointed questions.
2. General Rings:
Let R be a ring. An involution on R is a map σ : RÑ R such that for all x, y P R,
(1) σpσpxqq “ x,
(2) σpx` yq “ σpxq ` σpyq, and
(3) σpxyq “ σpyqσpxq.
Given two rings with involution pR1, σ1q, pR2, σ2q, a morphism between them is a ring
homomorphism ϕ : R1 Ñ R2 such that ϕpσ1pxqq “ σ2pϕpxqq for all x P R1. There are
countless standard examples of involutions; for instance, if F is a field, we can consider
M “Matpn, F q, the ring of nˆn matrices with coefficients in F , together with the adjugate
map, usually written as :. For our purposes, a particularly useful example is when n “ 2—in
that case, R “ Matp2, F q is a quaternion algebra over F , and the adjugate isˆ
a b
c d
˙:
“
ˆ
d ´b
´c a
˙
,
which happens to be the standard involution, also known in this context as quaternion
conjugation. More generally, for any commutative ring S, R “Matp2, Sq equipped with the
adjugate is a ring with involution. The same is not true if the base ring is not commutative,
but there certainly exists a way to fix this in the n “ 2 case, as follows.
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Lemma 2.1. Let pR, σq be a ring with involution. Then Matp2, Rq together with the map
σˆ : Matp2, Rq Ñ Matp2, Rqˆ
a b
c d
˙
ÞÑ
ˆ
σpdq ´σpbq
´σpcq σpaq
˙
is a ring with involution.
Proof. It is easy to see that σˆ squares to the identity and that it preserves addition. It
remains to prove that it reverses multiplication. This is a straightforward computation. On
the one hand,
σˆ
ˆˆ
a1 b1
c1 d1
˙ˆ
a2 b2
c2 d2
˙˙
“ σˆ
ˆˆ
a1a2 ` b1c2 a1b2 ` b1d2
c1a2 ` d1c2 c1b2 ` d1d2
˙˙
“
ˆ
σpc1b2 ` d1d2q ´σpa1b2 ` b1d2q
´σpc1a2 ` d1c2q σpa1a2 ` b1c2q
˙
On the other hand,
σˆ
ˆˆ
a2 b2
c2 d2
˙˙
σˆ
ˆˆ
a1 b1
c1 d1
˙˙
“
ˆ
σ pd2q ´σ pb2q
´σ pc2q σ pa2q
˙ˆ
σ pd1q ´σ pb1q
´σ pc1q σ pa1q
˙
“
ˆ
σpd2qσpd1q ` σpb2qσpc1q ´σpd2qσpb1q ´ σpb2qσpa1q
´σpc2qσpd1q ´ σpa2qσpc1q σpc2qσpb1q ` σpa2qσpa1q
˙
.
By the properties of σ, these are in fact the same. 
Remark 2.1. As an aside, it is entirely possible that there is a nice generalization of this
argument for n ą 2—however, it is not clear to the author how to do this, since in general
the adjugate is defined in terms of the minors of the matrix, whereas there are many different
generalizations of the determinant for non-commutative rings. This is left as a question for
the reader to ponder.
Remark 2.2. A slightly more standard way to define an involution on Matpn,Rq is by
composing the transpose map with element-wise application of σ : RÑ R—one checks that
this works for any n. (Consult [KMRT98] for more details and examples.) For n “ 2, this
is related to σˆ in the following way:
σˆ
ˆˆ
a b
c d
˙˙
“
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙ˆ
σpaq σpcq
σpbq σpdq
˙ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙´1
.
In any case, this lemma allows us to make the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let pR, σq be a ring with involution. By the special linear group on R2
twisted by σ, we shall mean the group
SLσp2, Rq :“ tM P Matp2, Rq|MσˆpMq “ 1u .
It is easy to see that this really is a group under matrix multiplication. The name of this
group is motivated as follows. For convenience, define
R` : “ tx P R|σpxq “ xu
R´ : “ tx P R|σpxq “ ´xu .
Then we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.2. Let pR, σq be a ring with involution. Then
SLσp2, Rq “
"ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Matp2, Rq
ˇˇˇ
ˇaσpbq, cσpdq P R`, aσpdq ´ bσpcq “ 1
*
.
Proof. Choose any matrix
M “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Matp2, Rq
and compute
MσˆpMq “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙ˆ
σpdq ´σpbq
´σpcq σpaq
˙
“
ˆ
aσpdq ´ bσpcq ´aσpbq ` bσpaq
cσpdq ´ dσpcq ´cσpbq ` dσpaq
˙
.
This matrix is equal to I if and only if
aσpdq ´ bσpcq “ 1
aσpbq “ σ paσpbqq
cσpdq “ σ pcσpdqq ,
which is to say that
M P
"ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Matp2, Rq
ˇˇˇ
ˇaσpbq, cσpdq P R`, aσpdq ´ bσpcq “ 1
*
.
Ergo, these two sets are in fact one and the same. 
It is now easy to see that Definition 2.1 has two important special cases:
(1) If R is commutative, then the identity map id : R Ñ R is an involution, and it is
easy to see that
SLidp2, Rq “ SLp2, Rq.
That is, if the twist is trivial, then we simply reduce to the ordinary special linear
group.
(2) If R “ HR, the Hamiltonian quaternions, and ; : HR Ñ HR is the map px ` wi `
yj ` zkq; “ x ` wi ` yj ´ zk, then SL;p2, HRq is exactly the group we saw in the
introduction, and so
SL;p2, HRq{t˘Iu – SO`p3, 1q – Isom0pH4q,
the orientation-preserving isometry group of hyperbolic 4-space.
3. Central Simple Algebras:
Generalizing the example of SL;p2, HRq, one could take any field F , a central simple
algebra A over F , and an involution σ : A Ñ A. This group is also known under another
name: it is IsompMatp2, Aq, σˆq, the collection of elements M P Matp2, Aq with the property
that AσˆpAq “ 1, which are known as isometries. (Consult [KMRT98] for more details.) It is
easily checked that for any central simple algebra A over a field F , any involution σ preserves
its center; consequently, the restriction of σ to F is either the identity or an automorphism
of order two. Involutions that fix F are known as involutions of the first kind ; the other type
are involutions of the second kind. We will not consider involutions of the second kind here
for a variety of reasons; ultimately, we will be interested in the case where F “ Q, in which
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case all involutions are of the first kind. It is easy to see that for any λ P F , σˆpλq “ σpλq,
so σˆ is of the first kind if and only if σ itself is.
Involutions of the first kind are further split into symplectic and orthogonal involutions.
These can defined as follows: any involution of the first kind σ : A Ñ A can be extended
to an involution on AbF F , where F is the algebraic closure of F . However, by the Artin-
Wedderburn theorem, AbF F – Matpn, F q for some n. It readily checked that on such an
algebra, any involution of the first kind σ corresponds to a bilinear form bσ with the defining
property that for all v, w P Fn and all M PMatpn, F q
bσpv,Mwq “ bσpσpMqv, wq.
This form is unique up to multiplication by scalars, and it is either symmetric or alternating.
If it is symmetric, we say that σ is orthogonal ; it is alternating, we say that it is symplectic.
Lemma 3.1. Let F be a field, A a central simple algebra over F , and σ : A Ñ A be an
involution of the first kind. If σ is symplectic, then σˆ is orthogonal, and vice versa.
Proof. Let bσ be a bilinear form on AbF F such that for all v, w P Fn and allM P Matpn, F q
bσpv,Mwq “ bσpσpMqv, wq.
We shall construct a corresponding bilinear form for σˆ. Specifically, note that Matp2, AbF
F q – Matp2n, F q, and so we shall want a bilinear form bσˆ on F 2n “ Fn ˆ Fn. We do this
by
bσˆ ppv1, v2q, pw1, w2qq “ bσpv1, w2q ´ bσpv2, w1q,
in which case for any
γ “
ˆ
M1 M2
M3 M4
˙
P Matp2,Matpn, F qq – Matp2n, F q,
we have
bσˆ ppv1, v2q, γpw1, w2qq “ bσˆ ppv1, v2q, pM1w1 `M2w2,M3w1 `M4w2qq
“ bσpv1,M3w1 `M4w2q ´ bσpv2,M1w1 `M2w2q
“ bσpσpM3qv1, w1q ` bσpσpM4qv1, w2q
´ bσpσpM1qv2, w1q ´ bσpσpM2qv2, w2q
“ bσpσpM4qv1 ´ σpM2qv2, w2q ´ bσp´σpM3qv1 ` σpM1qv2, w1q
“ bσˆ ppσpM4qv1 ´ σpM2qv2,´σpM3qv1 ` σpM1qv2q, pw1, w2qq
“ bσˆ pσˆpγqpv1, v2q, pw1, w2qq ,
as desired. Note that if σ is orthogonal, then
bσˆ ppv1, v2q, pv1, v2qq “ bσpv1, v2q ´ bσpv2, v1q “ 0,
so the form is alternating and σˆ is symplectic. On the other hand, if σ is symplectic, then
bσˆ ppv1, v2q, pw1, w2qq ´ bσˆ ppw1, w2q, pv1, v2qq
“ bσpv1, w2q ´ bσpv2, w1q ´ bσpw1, v2q ` bσpw2, v1q
“ bσpv1 ` w2, v1 ` w2q ´ bσpv2 ` w1, v2 ` w1q “ 0,
so the form is symmetric and σˆ is orthogonal. 
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Remark 3.1. Notice that because did not identify alternating and skew-symmetric forms,
this proof applies perfectly well in characteristic 2, where those two types of forms are
distinct.
Corollary 3.1. Let F be a field, A a central simple algebra over F , and σ : A Ñ A be
an involution of the first kind. If σ is orthogonal, then SLσp2, Aq is a symplectic group.
Otherwise, it is an orthogonal group.
Proof. As was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1, SLσp2, A bF F q is the group of linear
transformations that preserve a bilinear form bσˆ which is alternating if σ is orthogonal,
and symmetric otherwise. In the first case, we have that SLσp2, A bF F q “ Sppbσˆq, the
symplectic group of bσˆ; in the second case, we have that SL
σp2, A bF F q “ Opbσˆq, the
orthogonal group of bσˆ. 
Since SLσp2, Aq is an algebraic group, we can work out its Lie algebra. In this context,
a Lie algebra is a subspace of an associative F -algebra that is closed under the bracket
rx, ys “ xy ´ yx. Any algebraic group G has an associated Lie algebra consisting of its left
invariant derivations—that is, if R “ F rGs is the space of regular functions on G, then it is
the subspace
LpGq “ tδ P DerpRq|δ ˝ λx “ λx ˝ δ, @x P Gu
where DerpRq is the set of derivations on R and pλxfqpyq “ fpx´1yq for any f P R. Of
course, the Lie algebras of the symplectic and orthogonal groups are known, but here we
can give a nice description in terms of the central simple algebra A.
Definition 3.1. Let F be a field, A a central simple algebra over F , σ : AÑ A an involution
of the first kind. Then we define
slσp2, Aq “ tX P Matp2, Aq|σˆpXq “ ´Xu .
Lemma 3.2. slσp2, Aq is a Lie algebra.
Proof. Since σ is F -linear, σˆ is F -linear. Therefore slσp2, Aq is an F -vector space. Checking
that it is closed under the bracket is also easy, since
σˆpXY ´ Y Xq “ σˆpY qσˆpXq ´ σˆpXqσˆpY q
“ ´pXY ´ Y Xq,
concluding the proof. 
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a field, A a central simple algebra over F , σ : AÑ A an involution
of the first kind. Then slσp2, Aq is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of SLσp2, Aq.
Proof. The group SLσp2, Aq is a closed subgroup of GLp2, Aq. The Lie algebra of GLp2, Aq,
glp2, Aq, is isomorphic to Matp2, Aq via the map
Matp2, Aq Ñ glp2, Aq
M ÞÑ
ˆ
f ÞÑ
ˆ
X ÞÑ d
dt
fpXpI ` tMqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“0
˙˙
.
However, it is more convenient to use the fact that the Lie algebra can be identified with the
tangent space at I—this we can define as the ideal of rational functions p : F Ñ GLp2, Aq
such that pp0q “ I, quotiented by the square of this ideal. In that case, the Lie algebra
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of SLσp2, Aq can be viewed as the sub-ideal consisting of all rational functions p : F Ñ
SLσp2, Aq. By our isomorphism, this is equivalent to finding all M P Matp2, Aq such that
pI ` tMqσˆpI ` tMq “ I `Opt2q.
However,
pI ` tMqσˆpI ` tMq “ pI ` tMqpI ` tσˆpMqq
“ I ` tM ` tσˆpMq ` t2MσˆpMq,
so this actually happens if and only if σˆpMq “ ´M . 
One benefit of having this explicit description of the Lie algebra is that it makes it very
easy to see what the dimension of SLσp2, Aq is.
Corollary 3.2. Let F be a field, A a central simple algebra over F , σ : AÑ A an involution
of the first kind. Then SLσp2, Aq is a linear algebraic group over F of dimension
dimF pAq ` 2 dimF pA`q.
Proof. The dimension of SLσp2, Aq is the dimension of slσp2, Aq. Butˆ
a b
c d
˙
“ ´σˆ
ˆˆ
a b
c d
˙˙
“
ˆ´σpaq σpbq
σpcq ´σpdq
˙
if and only if d “ ´σpaq and b, c P A`. 
It is known that if the characteristic is not 2, then
dimF pA`q “
#
npn`1q
2 if n is orthogonal
npn´1q
2 if n is symplectic,
(see [KMRT98]), and so Theorem 1.1 is an immediate corollary of this and Corollary 3.1.
4. Orders and Arithmetic Groups:
If A is a central simple algebra over an algebraic number field K, then we can consider
orders of A—in this context, an order is a sub-ring O Ă A that is finitely-generated as a
oK-module, where oK is the ring of integers of K, and such that KO “ A. If σ : AÑ A is
an involution and σpOq “ O, then we say that O is a σ-order of A. If it is not contained
inside any larger σ-order, then we say that it is a maximal σ-order. Such orders were studied
by Scharlau [Sch74] in the 1970s and then generalized to Azumaya algebras by Saltmann
[Sal78]. More recently, the author demonstrated how to classify the σ-orders of a quaternion
algebra over local and global fields, which we will discuss in Section 6. In the meantime, we
consider some of the broader theory.
If σ is an involution of the first kind on A and O is a σ-order of A, then it is easy to see
that SLσp2,Oq is an arithmetic subgroup of SLσp2, Aq. If σ is an orthogonal involution,
then we can say significantly more; this is because SLσp2, Aq is a symplectic group, and
it is therefore an almost simple, simply-connected group. Moreover, it is easy to see that
if ν is an infinite place of oK then SL
σp2, Aνq is not a compact group since none of the
symplectic groups over R or C are; here Aν “ AbK Kν , where Kν is the localization of K
at the place ν. Therefore, we can use the strong approximation theorem proved by Knesser
and Platonov [Kne65, Pla69].
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Theorem 4.1. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K, σ
an orthogonal involution on A, and S be the set of infinite places of K. Then SLσp2, Aq
has strong approximation with respect to S.
The version of strong approximation that we will need can be summarized as follows.
Corollary 4.1. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K, σ
an orthogonal involution on A, O a σ-order of A, and S be the set of infinite places of K.
Then SLσp2,Oq is dense inside ź
p prime
SLσp2,Opq
given the direct product topology, where Op “ O boK oK,ν , oK is the ring of integers of K,
and oK,ν is the ring of integers of Kν .
The reason why this is helpful is that it will allow us to compute an important invariant,
the matrix ring of the group.
Definition 4.1. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K,
and σ an orthogonal involution on A. Let Γ Ă SLσp2, Aq be a subgroup. The matrix ring
oKrΓs of Γ is the subring of Matp2, Aq generated by oK and the elements of Γ.
Remark 4.1. One might ask in what sense this is an invariant. If Γ,Γ1 are conjugate to one
another in GLp2, AbK Kq, then it is clear that this extends to an isomorphism
oKrΓs Ñ oKrΓ1s
M ÞÑ γMγ´1
for some γ P GLp2, H bK Kq. Thus, in some sense any isomorphism of arithmetic groups
leaves the matrix rings of the groups invariant. We shall see later that in special cases we
can generalize this to group isomorphisms.
Lemma 4.1. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K, σ an
orthogonal involution on A, and O a σ-order of A. Then oK rSLσp2,Oqs “ Matp2,Oq.
Proof. Obviously, oK rSLσp2,Oqs is contained inside of Matp2,Oq, so it shall suffice to show
that every element of Matp2,Oq is contained in oK rSLσp2,Oqs. Since oK Ă O, we know
that Matp2, oKq Ă oK rSLσp2,Oqs. Now, let oˆK be the inverse limit
oˆK “ limÐÝ
a ideal
oK{a “
ź
p prime
oK,p.
This is the completion of oK given the structure of a topological ring by specifying that the
prime ideals p form a basis of open sets for 0. Define
Oˆ “
ź
p prime
Op “
ź
p prime
O boK oK,p “ O boK oˆK ,
giving it the structure of a topological ring via the product topology. Thinking of Oˆ as a
group, we can take the quotient Oˆ{oˆK , which inherits the quotient topology. All of this
allows us to define the following continuous projection.
Ψ :
ź
p prime
SL;p2,Opq Ñ Oˆ{oˆK
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
ÞÑ a` oˆK .
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This projection is surjective—this is because for any zp P Op, there exists some λp P oK,p
such that λp ` zp P Oˆp . So, defining λ P oˆK , z P Oˆ such that their p-th coordinates are λp
and zp respectively, we haveˆ
λ` z 0
0 pλ` σpzqq´1
˙
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
PSLσp2,Oˆq
ÞÑ z ` oˆK .
However, by Corollary 4.1, we know that SLσp2,Oq is dense, hence its image is also dense,
which is to say that for any a P O{oK and any prime ideal p, there exists γ P SLσp2,Oq
such that Ψpγq ´ a P pO. Choose a basis teiuni“1 for O and an ideal a Ă oK such that
tei`αiuni“1 is a basis for all αi P aO. Then there exist λi P oK and αi P aO such that there
exists γi P SLσp2,Oq such Ψpγiq “ λi ` ei ` αi, and thereforeˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
γi
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
´
ˆ
λi 0
0 0
˙
“
ˆ
ei ` αi 0
0 0
˙
P oK rSLσp2,Oqs .
However, since tei ` αiuni“1 is a basis, it follows thatˆ
O 0
0 0
˙
Ă oK rSLσp2,Oqs .
By conjugating with elements in Matp2, oKq, we get that Matp2,Oq Ă oK rSLσp2,Oqs, as
desired. 
More generally, for other arithmetic subgroups of SLσp2, Aq, the matrix ring is an order
of Matp2, Aq.
Lemma 4.2. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K, σ an
orthogonal involution on A, and Γ an arithmetic subgroup of SLσp2, Aq. Then oK rΓs is an
order of the central simple algebra Matp2, Aq.
Proof. First, note that since Γ Ă SLσp2, Aq, oK rΓs Ă oK rSLσp2, Aqs “ Matp2, Aq. Since
Γ is an arithmetic group, for some integer l, there is a morphism Ψ : Γ Ñ SLpl, oKq with
a finite kernel. It is easy to see that oK rSLpl, oKqs “ Matpl, oKq is a finitely-generated,
Noetherian oK-module. Therefore, the sub-module oK rΨpΓqs is finitely-generated. This, in
turn, means that oK rΓs is finitely-generated as an oK-module. Since it is a subring of the
finite-dimensional algebra Matp2, Aq, it is therefore an order. 
We can use this invariant to characterize when arithmetic subgroups are conjugate to
each other.
Theorem 4.2. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K, σ
an orthogonal involution on A. Let Γ1,Γ2 be arithmetic subgroups of SL
σp2, Aq such that
Γi “ oKrΓis X SLσp2, Aq. The following are equivalent.
(1) There exists an element γ P SLσp2, AbK Kq such that Γ2 “ γΓ1γ´1.
(2) There exists a group isomorphism Ψ : Γ1 Ñ Γ2 that extends to an automorphism of
SLσp2, Aq as an algebraic group.
(3) poKrΓ1s, σˆq – poKrΓ2s, σˆq.
Proof. Since Γ1,Γ2 are arithmetic groups, if Γ2 “ γΓ1γ´1 then this extends to an auto-
morphism of SLσp2, Aq; thus, the first condition certainly implies the second. On the other
hand, any automorphism of SLσp2, Aq must come from an automorphism of the Lie algebra
sl
σp2, Aq, since the group is simply-connected. Since the Lie algebra is of type Cn, all of
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its automorphisms are inner, which is to say that they arise as conjugation by elements in
SLσp2, A bK Kq—therefore, the second condition implies the first. Now, if Γ2 “ γΓ1γ´1,
then this extends to a ring isomorphism
oKrΓ1s Ñ oKrΓ1s
M ÞÑ γMγ´1.
If γ P SLσp2, AbK Kq, then we see that
σ
`
γMγ´1
˘ “ σpγ´1qσpMqσpγq
“ γσpMqγ´1,
hence this is actually an isomorphism of rings with involution. On the other hand, since
Γ1,Γ2 are arithmetic, any isomorphism poKrΓ1s, σˆq – poKrΓ2s, σˆq extends to an automor-
phism of pMatp2, Aq, σˆq. Since Matp2, Aq is a central simple algebra, there exists γ P
GLp2, Aq such that this automorphism has the form M ÞÑ γMγ´1. Since this is an au-
tomorphism of rings with involution, it must be that
σpγMγ´1q “ σpγ´1qσpMqσpγq “ γσpMqγ´1
for all M P Matp2, Aq, which implies that γσpγq is in the center of Matp2, Aq, which is K.
Therefore, there exists λ P K such that γ1 “ λγ satisfies the property γ1σpγ1q “ 1, which is
to say that γ1 P SLσp2, AbK Kq. Therefore, we can take our desired isomorphism to be of
the form
oKrΓ1s Ñ oKrΓ1s
M ÞÑ γ1Mγ1´1.
Since oKrΓis X SLσp2, Aq “ Γi, this isomorphism restricts to a group isomorphism from Γ1
to Γ2 by looking at the subgroup of elements M such that MσˆpMq “ 1. 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 1.2 is an immediate corollary of this result and Lemma 4.1.
We shall see later in the context of quaternion algebras, that while pO1, σq – pO2, σq
certainly implies pMatp2,O1q, σˆq – pMatp2,O2q, σˆq, the converse is false; in fact, there are
examples where O1 ≇ O2, but pMatp2,O1q, σˆq – pMatp2,O2q, σˆq. Requiring pO1, σq –
pO2, σq actually corresponds to a significantly more stringent notion of isomorphism.
Theorem 4.3. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K, σ
an orthogonal involution on A, and O1,O2 be σ-orders of A. The following are equivalent.
(1) There exists γ P SLσp2, A bK Kq such that γSLσp2,O1qγ´1 “ SLσp2,O2q and
γMγ´1 “M for all M P SLp2,Kq.
(2) pO1, ;q – pO2, ;q.
Proof. If pO1, σq – pO2, σq, then this isomorphism extends to an automorphism of pA, σq.
Since A is a central simple algebra, this automorphism must take the form x ÞÑ uxu´1 for
some u P Aˆ. Furthermore, it must be that uσpuq P Kˆ. Therefore, there exists some
λ P K such that v “ λu satisfies vσpvq “ 1 and
O1 Ñ O2
x ÞÑ vxv´1
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is the desired isomorphism of rings with involution. Now, we have that
γ “
ˆ
v 0
0 σpvq´1
˙
P SLσp2, AbK Kq
and therefore
SLσp2, Aq ÞÑ SLσp2, Aq
M ÞÑ γMγ´1
is an automorphism. However,
γ
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
γ´1 “
ˆ
vav´1 vbv´1
vcv´1 vdv´1
˙
,
and therefore γSLσp2,O1qγ´1 “ SLσp2,O2q and this map acts as the identity on SLp2,Kq.
In the other direction, suppose that there exists an element γ P SLσp2, H bK Kq such that
γSLσp2,O1qγ´1 “ SLσp2,O2q and γMγ´1 “ M for all M P SLp2,Kq. Then, by Lemma
4.1, the conjugation map extends to a ring isomorphism
Matp2,O1q Ñ Matp2,O2q
M ÞÑ γMγ´1.
This map restricts to the identity on Matp2, oKq. This means that if we define subrings
Ui “
"
M P Matp2,Oiq
ˇˇˇ
ˇM
ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
“
ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
M
*
,
then we are guaranteed that the ring isomorphism between the Matp2,Oiq restricts to a ring
isomorphism between the Ui. However, it is easy to see that M P Ui if and only if it is of
the form ˆ
s t
0 s
˙
for some s, t P Oi. Therefore, for any z P O1,
γ
ˆ
1 z
0 1
˙
γ´1 P U2.
Write
γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P SLσp2, AbK Kq,
and note that
γ
ˆ
0 z
0 0
˙
γ´1 “
ˆ ˚ ˚
czσpcq ˚
˙
,
hence czσpcq “ 0. Since czσpcq “ 0 for all z P O1, it must be that czσpcq “ 0 for all
z P A bK K. Since A bK K – Matpn,Kq for some n, we can think of c, z as linear
transformations. Suppose that there exists v P Kn such that cv ‰ 0. Then there must
also exist w P Kn such that σpcqw ‰ 0. Therefore, there exists z P Matpn,Kq such that
zσpcqw “ v, which means that czσpvqw ‰ 0. This is contradicted by the fact that czσpcq “ 0
identically, which means that c “ 0. By a similar argument with the sub-ring
Li “
"
M P Matp2,Oiq
ˇˇˇ
ˇM
ˆ
1 0
1 1
˙
“
ˆ
1 0
1 1
˙
M
*
,
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we can prove that b “ 0 as well. Thus γ is a diagonal matrix, which is to say that
γ “
ˆ
u 0
0 σpuq´1
˙
for some u P `AbK K˘ˆ. Thus O2 “ uO1u´1. Sinceˆ
u 0
0 σpuq´1
˙ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙ˆ
u´1 0
0 σpuq
˙
“
ˆ
1 uσpuq
0 1
˙
“
ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
,
we have that uσpuq “ 1, which means that the map
Matp2,O1q Ñ Matp2,O2q
M ÞÑ uMu´1
is an isomorphism of rings with involution. 
We end this section by proving that ifO happens to be a maximal σ-order, then SLσp2,Oq
is also a maximal arithmetic group in some sense.
Theorem 4.4. Let K be an algebraic number field, A a central simple algebra over K,
σ an orthogonal involution on A, and O a maximal σ-order of A. Then SLσp2,Oq is a
maximal arithmetic subgroup of SLσp2, Aq in the sense that it is not contained inside any
larger arithmetic subgroup of SLσp2, Aq.
Proof. Suppose that Γ is an arithmetic group containing SLσp2,Oq. By Lemma 4.2, we
know that oK rΓs is an order of Matp2, Aq which, by Lemma 4.1 contains Matp2,Oq. Choose
any element γ P Γ, and choose any one of its coordinates x. Since the matrix ring containsˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
,
it is clear that oK rΓs must contain Matp2,Orxsq. However, sinceˆ
a b
c d
˙´1
“
ˆ
σpdq ´σpbq
´σpcq σpaq
˙
,
we see that it must actually contain Matp2,Orx, σpxqsq. Since Matp2,Orx, σpxqsq is a subring
of the matrix ring, it must also be an order, from which we get that Orx, σpxqs is an
order. However, Orx, σpxqs is clearly closed under σ, hence it is a σ-order. Since O is a
maximal σ-order, it follows that Orx, σpxqs “ O. Therefore, Γ Ă Matp2,Oq. However,
SLσp2,Oq “ Matp2,Oq X SLσp2, Aq, therefore Γ “ SLσp2,Oq. 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 1.5 is nothing more than a special case of this result.
5. Quaternion Algebras:
We shall now explore the special case where A “ H is a quaternion algebra over a field
F—that is, a central simple algebra over F such that every element has degree at most 2
over F . For simplicity, we shall only consider the case where charpF q ‰ 2, in which case we
can equivalently describe a quaternion algebra as an F -algebra generated by two elements
i, j subject to the relations i2 “ a, j2 “ b, ij “ ´ji for some a, b P Fˆ—we typically denote
such an algebra by ˆ
a, b
F
˙
.
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It is easy to check that such an algebra is dimension 4—each element can be written in the
form x ` yi ` zj ` tij for some x, y, z, t P F—and it has an involution x` yi` zj ` tij “
x´ yi´ zj ´ tij known as the standard involution or quaternion conjugation.The subspace
on which the standard involution acts as the identity is just F ; the subspace on which it
acts as multiplication by ´1 is three-dimensional and will be denoted by H0. It is common
to define the (reduced) trace and (reduced) norm in terms of the standard involution as
trpxq “ x` x
nrmpxq “ xx,
respectively. The standard involution is clearly an involution of the first kind. Any other
involution of the first kind will be of the form
σ : H Ñ H
x ÞÑ axa´1
for some a P HˆXH0. One can check that quaternion conjugation is the unique symplectic
involution on the quaternion algebra, whereas all the other involutions are orthogonal. In
fact, one can show that for any orthogonal involution, if one correctly chooses a basis 1, i, j, ij
for H , then the involution will be of the form
px` yi` zj ` tijq; “ x` yi` zj ´ tij
Clearly, any such involution will act as the identity on a subspace of dimension 3, which we
shall denote by H`, and act as multiplication by ´1 on a subspace of dimension 1, which
we shall denote by H´.
Remark 5.1. An objection might be raised to the notation ; to denote an orthogonal invo-
lution. The motivation for this notation is simple: Matp2, F q is a quaternion algebra and
one can check that in that case ˆ
a b
c d
˙
“
ˆ
d ´b
´c a
˙
.
This is the adjugate, which is usually denoted by :. Since orthogonal involutions are related
to the standard involution but are nevertheless distinct, we choose the notation ; to represent
them.
Since orthogonal involutions act as the identity on a space of dimension 1, we can define
their discriminant as follows:
disc : torthogonal involutionsu Ñ Fˆ{ `Fˆ˘2
; ÞÑ x2 `Fˆ˘2 ,
where x is any element of Hˆ XH´. The discriminant uniquely determines the involution
in the sense that if ;1, ;2 are orthogonal involutions on H then there exists an isomorphism
of rings with involutions pH, ;1q – pH, ;2q if and only if discp;1q “ discp;2q. In general,
a quaternion algebra admits many inequivalent orthogonal involutions; however, the linear
algebraic groups SL;p2, Hq that arise as a result are all essentially the same.
Lemma 5.1. Let F be a field of characteristic not 2. Let H be a quaternion algebra over
F , and let ;1, ;2 be orthogonal involutions on H. Then SL;1p2, Hq and SL;2p2, Hq are
conjugate inside GLp2, H bF F q, where F is the algebraic closure of F .
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Proof. Both ;1 and ;2 can be extended to orthogonal involution on HbF F—however, since
every element is a square in F , it follows that pHbF F , ;1q – pHbF pF q, ;2q. Since HbF F
is a central simple algebra, by the Skolem-Noether theorem there must exist u P H bF F
such that the desired isomorphism of the form x ÞÑ uxu´1 for all x P H bF F . Now, choose
any
γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P SL;1p2, Hq
and note that ˜ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙
γ
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙´1¸;ˆ2
“
ˆ
uau´1 ubu´1
ucu´1 udu´1
˙;2
“
˜ `
udu´1
˘;2 ´ `ubu´1˘;2
´ `ucu´1˘;2 `uau´1˘;2
¸
“
ˆ
ud;1u´1 ´ub;1u´1
´uc;1u´1 ua;1u´1
˙
“
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙
γ ;ˆ1
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙´1
“
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙
γ´1
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙´1
,
from which we conclude that we have constructed a map
SL;1p2, Hq Ñ SL;2p2, Hq
γ ÞÑ
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙
γ
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙´1
.
It is easy to see that this map is the desired isomorphism. 
Remark 5.2. Since these groups are conjugate inside GLp2, H bF F q, they are isomorphic
as algebraic groups. In contrast, purely by dimensional considerations, we can see that
SL:p2, Hq is not isomorphic to these algebraic groups. Furthermore, if we restrict from H
to a sub-ring, we shall again find that these groups are not isomorphic in general.
We know that if ; is an orthogonal involution, then SL;p2, Hq is a symplectic group.
However, in low dimensions, there is an accidental isomorphism between symplectic groups
and spin groups. With our machinery, we can work out this isomorphism very explicitly.
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a quaternion algebra over a field F not characteristic 2, with
orthogonal involution ;. Define a quadratic form qH on F 2 ‘H` by
qHps, t, zq “ st´ nrmpzq.
Then there is an exact sequence of algebraic groups
1Ñ t˘1u Ñ SL;p2, Hq Ñ O0pqHq Ñ 1,
where O0pqHq is the connected component of the orthogonal group of qH .
Remark 5.3. The special case where K “ Q and H is positive definite was worked out in
[She19]. We follow mostly the same argument.
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Proof. Define a set
MH “
"
M “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Matp2, Hq
ˇˇˇ
ˇMT “M, ab;, cd; P H`
*
.
It is easy to see that there is a bijective linear map
F 2 ‘H` ÑMH
ps, t, zq ÞÑ
ˆ
s z
z t
˙
,
taking the quadratic norm to the quasi-determinant st; ´ zz; “ st´ nrmpzq—thus, we can
identify these two sets. On the other hand, if γ P SL;p2, Hq and M P MH , then it is easy
to check that γMγT P MH as well, and has the same quasi-determinant as γ. Therefore,
we have defined a morphism of algebraic groups SL;p2, Hq Ñ OpqHq. For any element of
the kernel, ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
“
ˆ
a b
c d
˙ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙ˆ
a c
b d
˙
“
ˆ
a 0
c 0
˙ˆ
a c
b d
˙
“
ˆ
nrmpaq ac
ca nrmpcq
˙
,
from which we conclude that c “ 0 and nrmpaq “ 1. Similarly, the relationˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
“
ˆ
a b
0 d
˙ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ˆ
a 0
b d
˙
“
ˆ
0 b
0 d
˙ˆ
a 0
b d
˙
“
ˆ
nrmpbq bd
db nrmpdq
˙
gives us that b “ 0 and nrmpdq “ 1. Finally, we note thatˆ
0 z
z 0
˙
“
ˆ
a 0
0 d
˙ˆ
0 z
z 0
˙ˆ
a 0
0 d
˙
“
ˆ
0 az
dz 0
˙ˆ
a 0
0 d
˙
“
ˆ
0 azd
dz a 0
˙
implies azd “ z for all z P H`. Since nrmpdq “ 1, this is just to say that az “ zd for
all z P H`, and since ad; “ 1, this is the same as saying that az “ za; for all z P H`.
It is easy to check this equation is satisfied only if a P F , but since nrmpaq “ 1, we see
that a2 “ 1, and therefore the kernel actually just consists of ˘1, as claimed. Since the
kernel has dimension 0, the dimension of the image is dim
`
SL;p2, Hq˘ “ 10 by Corollary
3.2, which is the same as the dimension of OpqHq. Since SL;p2, Hq is a symplectic group by
Corollary 3.1, it is connected, and so its image must be O0pqHq, the connected component
of the identity. 
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In characteristic 0, this sets up a correspondence between the groups SL;p2, Hq and spin
groups of quadratic forms.
Theorem 5.2. Let F be a characteristic 0 field. Then there is a bijection!
Isomorphism classes of
quaternion algebras over F
)
Ñ
"
Isomorphism classes of
spin groups of indefinite,
quinary quadratic forms over F
*
rHs ÞÑ “SL;p2, Hq‰ .
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, we know that SL;p2, Hq is a double-cover of an orthogonal group,
which is to say that it is a spin group. By Lemma 5.1, we know that this map is well-
defined in that the choice of orthogonal involution ; does not change the isomorphism class
of SL;p2, Hq. It is easy to check that this map is surjective. Choose any indefinite, quinary
quadratic form q over F . Since it is indefinite, we can decompose it as x1,´1y‘ xa, b, cy, for
some a, b, c P Fˆ. In fact, since scaling the quadratic form does not change the spin group,
we can assume that the quadratic form is x1,´1y‘ x1, b, cy. In that case, it is clear that the
image of
H “
ˆ´b,´c
F
˙
will be the desired spin group. So, we are finally left with checking that the map is injec-
tive, which is to say that if SL;1p2, H1q is isomorphic to SL;2p2, H2q, then H1 – H2. An
isomorphism of the algebraic groups induces an isomorphism of the Lie algebras, which we
know are
sl
;ip2, Hiq “
!
M PMatp2, Hiq
ˇˇˇ
M ;ˆi “ ´M
)
by Theorem 3.1. This extends to an isomorphism
sl
;1p2, H1 bF F q – sl;2p2, H2 bF F q.
However, we know that pH1 bF F , ;1q – pH2 bF F , ;2q, and in fact we can view pH1, ;1q
and pH2, ;2q as embedded inside of a ring with involution pH, ;q where H is the unique
quaternion algebra over F . Thus, the isomorphism of Lie algebras can be considered as
coming from an automorphism of sl;p2, Hq. However, by Theorem 1.1, we know that this
is isomorphic to spp4q which is a simple Lie algebra of type Cn. In characteristic 0, the
outer automorphisms of such Lie algebras correspond to graph automorphisms of their
corresponding Dynkin diagrams—however, there are no such automorphisms for the Cn
type, and therefore the automorphism of sl;p2, Hq must be inner. That is to say, there
exists some element γ P SL;p2, Hq such that
sl
;1p2, H1q Ñ sl;2p2, H2q
M ÞÑ γMγ´1.
This extends to an isomorphism of Matp2, H1q with Matp2, H2q. Why is this? Well, any
element M P Matp2, H1q can be written uniquely as a sum M “M 1 `M2 such that M 1;ˆ “
M 1 and M2;ˆ “ ´M2. Clearly, M2 P sl;1p2, H1q and there exists some M3 P sl;1p2, H1q
such that
M 1 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
loooomoooon
Psl;1 p2,H1q
M3
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Therefore, γM 1γ´1, γM2γ´1 P Matp2, H2q, so γMγ´1 P Matp2, H2q for all M P Matp2, H1q,
and so we have our desired map
Matp2, H1q Ñ Matp2, H2q
M ÞÑ γMγ´1.
However, Matp2, H1q and Matp2, H2q are central simple algebras and so there is an isomor-
phism between them if and only if H1 – H2. 
Remark 5.4. Theorem 1.4 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2.
6. Orders of Quaternion Algebras:
We shall now consider some of the special features that are true for orders of quaternion
algebras. First, note that all orders of a quaternion algebra are automatically closed under
quaternion conjugation; therefore, there is only interest in looking at orders closed under
an orthogonal involution. We previously noted that orthogonal involutions are classified by
their discriminant. As it happens, if ; is an orthogonal involution on a quaternion algebra,
then we can compute an important algebraic invariant of the maximal ;-orders in terms of
this discriminant. However, to state our desired result, we shall need two other notions of
discriminant as well. First, any quaternion algebra H over K is either a division algebra or
isomorphic to Matp2,Kq. For any place ν of K, we say that H ramifies if Hν is a division
algebra, and we say that it splits otherwise. Recalling that the finite places of K correspond
to its prime ideals, we define the discriminant of H to be the ideal
discpHq “
ź
p a prime ideal
Hp ramifies
p.
The places at which H ramify uniquely determine it up to isomorphism; thus, knowing the
infinite places where H ramifies and the discriminant uniquely determines H . In fact, since
the number of ramified places is always even, over Q the discriminant uniquely determines
the isomorphism class. There is also the related notion of the discriminant of an order O,
which we shall define as
discpOq2 “ det ptrpeiejqq0ďi,jď3 oK ,
where e0, e1, e2, e3 is any basis of O. One checks that the expression on the right is always
a square ideal. One also checks that O is a maximal order if and only if discpOq “ discpHq.
A similar characterization applies to ;-orders as well.
Theorem 6.1. [She18, Theorem 1.1] Given a quaternion algebra H over a local or global
field F of characteristic not 2 and with an orthogonal involution ;, the maximal ;-orders of
H are exactly the orders of the form O XO; with discriminant
discpHq X ιpdiscp;qq,
where O is a maximal order and ι is the map
ι : Fˆ{ `Fˆ˘2 Ñ tsquare-free ideals of oF u
rλs ÞÑ
ď
λPrλsXo
λoF .
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Over local fields, one can obtain more detailed information about isomorphism classes.
Surprisingly, unlike maximal orders, maximal ;-orders are not necessarily all of the same
isomorphism class over a local field; if the maximal ideal of the ring of integers contains
2, there can be multiple isomorphism classes—precise statements can be found in [She18].
Depending on the choice of involution, maximal ;-orders can be maximal (in the usual sense)
or strictly smaller. The number of isomorphism classes depends both on the class number
and the number of local isomorphism classes.
Example 1. Define px` yi` zj ` tijq; “ x` yi´ zj ` tij. Then
O1 “ Z‘ Zi‘ Z1 ` j
2
‘ Z i` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´23
Q
˙
O2 “ Z‘ 3Zi‘ Z1` j
2
‘ Z11i` ij
6
Ă
ˆ´1,´23
Q
˙
are both easily checked to be ;-orders. Both of them have discriminant p23q, which is the
discriminant of the quaternion algebra; consequently, they are both maximal and ;-maximal.
All of the localizations of O1 and O2 are isomorphic as algebras with involution; this can
be seen from the fact that there is only one isomorphism class for each localization [She18].
However, not only is it true that pO1, ;q ≇ pO2, ;q, in factO1 ≇ O2, sinceOˆ1 “ t1,´1, i,´iu,
whereas Oˆ2 “ t1,´1u. This is an easy computation using the fact that u P Oˆi if and only
if nrmpuq “ 1; since both Oi are contained inside a definite quaternion algebra, there are
only finitely many possibilities for the units and it is easy to enumerate all of them.
Example 2. Define px` yi` zj ` tijq; “ x` yi` zj ´ tij. Then
O1 “ Z‘ Zi‘ Z i ` j
2
‘ Z1` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´3
Q
˙
O2 “ Z‘ Zi‘ Z1 ` j
2
‘ Z i` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´3
Q
˙
are both ;-orders, and both have discriminant p3q. Thus, they are both maximal and ;-
maximal. It is true that O1 – O2—this can be seen from a computation of the class
number, which is 1—but pO1, ;q ≇ pO2, ;q. This is because trpO`1 q “ p2q, but trpO`2 q “ p1q.
Example 3. Define px` yi` zj ` tijq; “ x` yi` zj ´ tij. Then
O “ Z‘ Zi‘ Z1 ` i` j
2
‘ Z1` i` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´6
Q
˙
is a ;-order with discriminant p6q. The discriminant of the quaternion algebra is 3, so this
order is not maximal. However, it is ;-maximal since discp;q “ ´6 pQˆq2, and therefore
discpHq X ιpdiscp;qq “ p6q.
We already know that the groups SL;p2,Oq are arithmetic subgroups of symplectic groups
or, equivalently by Theorem 5.1, arithmetic subgroups of spin groups. The case of the
greatest interest to the author is when H is a definite, rational quaternion algebra as then
SL;p2,Oq will be an arithmetic subgroup of Isom0pH4q – SO`p4, 1q. However, we can state
our result a little more generally and just consider the case where H is a rational quaternion
algebra; then SL;p2,Oq will either be an arithmetic group of SO`p4, 1q if H is definite or
SO`p3, 2q if it is indefinite. In either case, the matrix ring is now an invariant under group
isomorphism.
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Lemma 6.1. Let H1, H2 be rational quaternion algebras with orthogonal involutions ;1, ;2.
Let Γ1,Γ2 be lattices of SL
;1p2, H1q, SL;2p2, H2q such that their centers are t˘1u. If Γ1
and Γ2 are isomorphic as groups, then pZrΓ1s, ;ˆ1q – pZrΓ2s, ;ˆ2q.
Proof. Let φ : Γ1 Ñ Γ2 be the group isomorphism. Note that φp´Iq “ ´I, since ´I is
the unique non-identity element of the centers of Γi. Therefore, it induces an isomorphism
φ : Γ1 Ñ Γ2 between the images of the Γi inside SL;ip2, Hiq{t˘Iu. Note that
SL;ip2, Hi bQ Rq{t˘Iu –
#
PSO`p4, 1q if Hi bQ R – HR
PSO`p3, 2q if Hi bQ R – Matp2,Rq,
and so we can apply the Mostow rigidity theorem to conclude that both Γ1 and Γ2 can be
viewed as being lattices of the same Lie group G, namely either PSO`p3, 2q or PSO`p4, 1q.
In either case, G is simple, and therefore by Mostow rigidity Γ1 and Γ2 are conjugate in G.
Let g P G be such that Γ2 “ gΓ1g´1, and choose an element g1 P SL;p2, HibR Rq such that
its image in the quotient is g. Then we have a well-defined ring isomorphism
Φ : ZrΓ1s Ñ ZrΓ2s
M ÞÑ g1Mg1´1.
Letting ; be the orthogonal involution on H1 bQ R – H2 bQ R, we see that´
g1Mg1´1
¯;ˆ
“ g1M ;ˆg1´1
since g1 P SL;p2, Hi bR Rq. Therefore, the map we have constructed is an isomorphism of
rings with involution. 
Remark 6.1. The use of the Mostow rigidity theorem in Lemma 6.1 makes clear why we
restrict to the case where H is a quaternion algebra over Q—over other number fields, the
set of infinite places Ω8 has more than one element, and so rather than SL;p2,Oq{t˘Iu
injecting as a lattice into PSO0p4, 1q or PSO0p3, 2q, it will instead inject into some non-
simple Lie group.
Remark 6.2. In light of Theorem 4.2, Lemma 6.1 immediately implies Theorem 1.3.
For commutative rings, it is true that Matp2, Rq –Matp2, Sq implies R – S. This is false
in general for non-commutative rings. We know that SL;1p2,O1q – SL;2p2,O2q if and only
if pMatp2,O1q, ;ˆ1q – pMatp2,O2q, ;ˆ1q; we now give a couple of examples showing that this
latter condition could not be replaced with pO1, ;1q – pO2, ;2q or Matp2,O1q – Matp2,O2q.
Example 4. Let
O1 “ Z‘ Zi‘ Z1` j
2
‘ Z i` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´7
Q
˙
O2 “ Z‘ Zi‘ Z i` j
2
‘ Z1` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´7
Q
˙
.
Both of these are maximal ;-orders, if we take the usual involution px` yi` zj ` tijq; “
x`yi`zj´tij. Since trpO1XH`q “ p1q and trpO2XH`q “ p2q, we see that pO1, ;q ≇ pO2, ;q.
However, p1` iqO1p1` iq´1 “ O2, and therefore˜
1`i?
2
0
0 ´1`i?
2
¸
SL;p2,O1q
˜
1`i?
2
0
0 ´1`i?
2
¸´1
“ SL;p2,O2q.
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Remark 6.3. This example was originally worked out in [She19].
Example 5. Take O1,O2 as in Example 1. We proved that O1 ≇ O2; however, we claim
that SL;p2,O1q – SL;p2,O2q.
Proof. Define
γ “
˜
1´6i`j
2
?
3
1`j
2
?
3
1`6i`j
2
?
3
?
3i
¸
P SL;
´
2, H bQ Qp
?
3q
¯
.
By an easy computation,
γ
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
γ´1 P Matp2,O2q
γ
ˆ
0 i
0 0
˙
γ´1 P Matp2,O2q
γ
ˆ
0 1`j2
0 0
˙
γ´1 P Matp2,O2q
γ
ˆ
0 i`ij2
0 0
˙
γ´1 P Matp2,O2q
γ
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
γ´1 P Matp2,O2q.
However, the elementsˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 i
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 1`j2
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 i`ij2
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
generate Matp2,O1q as a Z-algebra, so we have a well-defined, injective ring homomorphism
Matp2,O1q Ñ Matp2,O2q
M ÞÑ γMγ´1.
This map must be surjective, as can be checked either from computing the discriminants of
Matp2,O1q and Matp2,O2q, or simply by noting that SL;p2,O1q, SL;p2,O2q are maximal
arithmetic groups. In any case, this is an isomorphism of rings with involution, and therefore
by Theorem 1.3, SL;p2,O1q – SL;p2,O2q. 
Remark 6.4. Note that we have effectively produced a proof that one can find two non-
isomorphic rings O1,O2 such that Matp2,O1q – Matp2,O2q. While this is technically a
new proof of that fact, this example was in fact already worked out by Chatters [Cha96,
Example 5.1].
Example 6. Let
O1 “ Z‘ Zi ‘ Zj ‘ Z1 ` i` j ` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´5
Q
˙
O2 “ Z‘ Zi ‘ Z1` i` j
2
‘ Z1 ` i` ij
2
Ă
ˆ´1,´10
Q
˙
.
In both cases, define px` yi` zj` tijq; “ x` yi` zj´ tij—this is slight abuse of notation,
since these two orders have entirely different bases. However, O1 – O2—this is because
both of their ambient quaternion algebras have discriminant p2q and so are isomorphic,
they both have discriminant p10q, and their class numbers are 1. Thus, they are both
Eichler orders of the same level and must be conjugate to one another. This means that
Matp2,O1q – Matp2,O2q. However, we claim that pMatp2,O1q, ;ˆq ≇ pMatp2,O2q, ;ˆq, and
consequently SL;p2,O1q ≇ SL;p2,O2q.
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Proof. Define two lattices
Mi “
 
M P Matp2,Oiq`
ˇˇ
trpMq “ 0(
and consider the integral quadratic forms
qi :Mi Ñ Z
M ÞÑ trpM2q.
What do these quadratic forms look like? First, note that
Matp2,Oiq` “
"ˆ
a b
c a;
˙
P Matp2,Oiq
ˇˇˇ
ˇb, c P O´i
*
Mi “
"ˆ
a b
c a;
˙
P Matp2,Oiq
ˇˇˇ
ˇb, c P O´i , trpaq “ 0
*
.
Furthermore,
tr
˜ˆ
a b
c a;
˙2¸
“ tr
ˆˆ
a2 ` bc ab` ba;
cb` a;c cb` `a;˘2
˙˙
“ 2trpbcq ` 2trpa2q.
Since trpaq “ 0, a2 “ ´nrmpaq. Furthermore, any element x P O´i with be of the form nij
for some integer n. Therefore, our quadratic forms actually look like 4nrmpijqst´ 4nrmpaq.
Working out exactly what this is in coordinates, we have
q1ps, t, x, y, zq “ 5st´ x2 ´ 5y2 ´ xz ´ 5yz ´ 3z2
q2ps, t, x, y, zq “ 10st´ x2 ´ xy ´ 3y2 ´ xz ´ yz ´ 3z2.
One can check that these quadratic forms are not equivalent. However, if there was an
isomorphism pMatp2,O1q, ;ˆq Ñ pMatp2,O2q, ;ˆq then it would give a polynomial map between
M1 and M2, and thus an equivalence between q1 and q2. 
We include one final example showing that conjugacy in SL;p2, H bK Kq cannot be
replaced with conjugacy in SL;p2, Hq, even if pO1, ;q – pO2, ;q.
Example 7. Let K be any characteristic 0 local field with maximal ideal p. Choose any
λ P oF such that 1` λ P pzp2. Then H “Matp2,Kq is a quaternion algebra over F , andˆ
a b
c d
˙;
“
ˆ
a c{λ
bλ d
˙
defines an orthogonal involution. Since λ P oˆ, O1 “ Matp2, oKq is a maximal ;-order.
Similarly,
O2 “
ˆ
1 ´1
λ 1
˙
loooomoooon
:“u
O1
ˆ
1 ´1
λ 1
˙´1
must be a maximal ;-order; indeed, pO1, ;q – pO2, ;q. However, SL;p2,O1q and SL;p2,O2q
are not conjugate in SL;p2, Hq.
Proof. Suppose that there exist a, b, c, d P H such that
γ :“
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P SL;p2, Hq
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and γSL;p2,O1qγ´1 “ SL;p2,O2q. Sinceˆ
a b
c d
˙ˆ
1 z
0 1
˙ˆ
a b
c d
˙´1
“
ˆ ˚ aza;
´czc; ˚
˙
ˆ
a b
c d
˙ˆ
1 0
z 1
˙ˆ
a b
c d
˙´1
“
ˆ ˚ ´bzb;
dzd; ˚
˙
,
we wish to determine for which v P H vO`1 v; Ă O2. This is the same as determining all
v P H such that u´1vO`1 v;u Ă O1. We shall show that this is possible only if v P O1,
proving that γ P SL;p2,O1q. Write
v “
ˆ
v1 v2
v3 v4
˙
,
so
u´1v
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
v;u “
˜ pv1`v3q2
λ`1 ´ pλv1´v3qpv1`v3qλpλ`1q
´ pλv1´v3qpv1`v3q
λ`1
pλv1´v3q2
λpλ`1q
¸
P Matp2, oKq
u´1v
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
v;u “
˜
λpv2`v4q2
λ`1 ´ pλv2´v4qpv2`v4qλ`1
´λpλv2´v4qpv2`v4q
λ`1
pλv2´v4q2
λ`1
¸
P Matp2, oKq.
Note that this is only possible if v1` v3, λv1 ´ v3, v2` v4, λv2 ´ v4 P p. From it follows that
p1` λqv1, p1` λqv3 P p, hence v1, v3 P oF . Therefore, v3, v4 P oF . We conclude that v P O1.
Ergo, γ P SL;p2,O1q, and so γSL;p2,O1qγ´1 “ SL;p2,O1q “ SL;p2,O2q. However, since
u
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
u´1 “
ˆ 1
1`λ
1
1`λ
λ
1`λ
λ
1`λ
˙
R O1,
O1 ‰ O2, and so SL;p2,O1q ‰ SL;p2,O2q. This is a contradiction, and so we are done. 
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